
8:30 - @Basket of 18 Player’s Meeting

9:00 Start Ronde 1

~12:00 Pauze 30 min na binnenkomst laatste groep

12:30 Players Meeting

12:45 Start Ronde 2

16:00 Prijzen, en zo

Parking, Toilet, Google Maps:
President Allendelaan 3, 1064 GW Amsterdam

TD: Dean Schaub
0619935533

Asst TDs: Dusty Wood Saunders
0621336007

Daan Hiemstra
0611192959

Sergei Artemchyk (non playing)
0610547833

Ziekenhuis: OLVG West
Jan Tooropstraat 164, 1061 AE Amsterdam



PDGA Live Scoring Code:
NTAMS24

PDGA Live Communication:
During the round it may be neccessary to

communicate to the entire field about weather,
hole changes, emergencies, etc. It is your group’s
responsibility to read alerts and communications

within PDGA Live.

Playoff Holes: 3, 17, 18 CTP Round 1 and 2 :  Hole 3

Nice weather plan. If the weather is really nice,
the TD reserves the right to change some of the
holes. This may occur during the first or second

player’s meeting and will be communicated
verbally and via PDGA Live. The holes in the

caddy book that would be changed are marked
with the sunshine icon. The icon is placed where

an alternative tee would be marked. 

Join us at our next events:
Flilde Open 16.3

Sweetlake Spring Warmup 30.3
Sweet Lake Spring - 31.3 - 1.4

Immenaar Open 13-14.7
Discgolfscene.com

shinediscgolftour.nl

PreOrder at TPFDiscs.com 
and pickup at the tournament



Spotter







Watch out for people on the benches. Tee off from behind
hole 3 and play to the basket of normal hole 4. 







DZ



Tee off from the path in the trees on
the left side of hole 16 fairway

playing back to the basket of normal
hole 8. No OB. Beware of walkers.







Look very closely for pedestrians
walking toward the tee pad. Walk out

to the left and make sure it’s clear
before driving. 





Spotters need to observe walking
paths on left and right



Big drivers and approaches be aware
of people on benches behind basket.

Send a blocker if needed. 












